
  



    



    

TEXTURED 

Juxtapose mesh and
canvas materials for
surface interest.

ADJUSTABILITY 

Play with drawstrings to
modify the silhouette.

LIGHT LAYERS

Use tonal colors for 
a subtly tiered look.

TACTILE SURFACES 

Promote textures using
waffled weaves and
duckcloth.

PIGMENT DYES 

Extract dyes from natural
sources like turmeric and
saffron.



    



    



    

DIAGONAL LINES: Cut coats with asymmetrical closures as new angular aspects.

COLOR BLOCKS: Use panels of tonal colors and textured fabrics to achieve a gradated look.



    

NEW BLOUSON: Refine classic shapes with hidden closures and collarless necklines. 

TEXTURE CONTRAST: Juxtapose silky and rough fabrics for subtle tactile nuances.



    

FLUID FORMS: Cut vests in a loose and unstructured shape as a relaxed layering piece. 

ORGANIC FIBERS: Use burlap materials as inspiration for modern mesh-structured fabrics.



    

SUIT YOURSELF: Modify the structure of simply cut vests with adjustable drawstring edges. 

NATURE’S WAY: Use cotton and hemp fibers for natural rope trims.



    

RELAXED FORMAL: Cut suits in a loose and unstructured shape as laidback summer staples. 

RICH COLOR: Style coordinates in tonal mauves, adding a touch of saffron for contrast.



    

FREE FEELING: Make relaxation a priority with loose and airy silhouettes. 

NATURAL WEAVE: Employ unrefined and unbleached cottons as an environmental focus.



    

TILED DECO: Look to the magnificent tiled interiors of North Africa for repeat pattern inspiration. 

COLOR INFUSION: Compose a palette of warm mauves, rich blue and neutral beige for bold effects.



    

LOOSE BASIC: Reference simply wrapped harem pants for shorts with asymmetric fly fronts and wide pockets.

POWDERED HUES: Use natural pigments to achieve irregularly dyed effects in a range of exotic hues.



    

COLLAR FOCUS: Look to the Middle East for pleated and embroidered trims. 

LIGHT & COOL: Use open-weave fabrics like cheesecloth for loose-fit shirts, perfect for summer heat.



    

NEW DETAILS: Reinvent standard shirts, adding band collars, 3/4-length sleeves and low-placed

pockets. 

EXOTIC TOUCH: Reference Arabic decoration with cutout buttons and band collars.



    

WRAP & DRAPE: Add shawl collars to fluid shirts for a casually draped feel. 

METALLIC MIX: Infuse linens with metallic fibers to add a touch of luxury.



    

PLEATS PLEASE: Employ swathes of fabric to form weighty drapery for pants and wrapped accessories.

COOL CONTRASTS: Mix Jaipur blues and sunset mauves for a fresh summer palette.



  

TOTAL TEXTURE: Emphasize surfaces this season through weaving or organic printing processes. 

TONAL SOFTNESS: Employ a subtle palette of neutrals and muted mauves for irregular surface

qualities.


